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The world of the game is shrouded in mystery, and there is a rumor that an enormous power lies
somewhere in the Lands Between. The Tarnished, the new race of mortals who have possessed the
power of immortality, now travel the world and will make their way to the Lands Between. Build your
own character in a vast world! As a Tarnished, you appear to be a mortal, but you have the power of
immortality. The Tarnished, who have lost their physical bodies, reside in a world where the Northern
Heavens and the Underworld are connected. Your journey will begin when you arrive at this world. It
will be your task to create your own character in the world. Weapon specialization: ◆ Weapon
System Choose the type of weapon, which you want to use as your spear or sword, from a variety of
different types. ◆ Skill Breakdown The gear and equipment you use will give you different abilities
according to the attributes in them. ◆ Customize Your Weapons Customize the appearance and
characteristics of each type of weapon to meet your play style. ◆ Skill Tree: The skill tree is the heart
of your weapon. The skills you train and the attributes you select will determine the attributes, such
as the basic accuracy, the attack power, the critical rate, and the area of effect, of each weapon
type. Arms are dual-wielded weapons. You can use them to slash and parry, or to make a counter-
attack. Sword is a single-wielded weapon. You can use it to slash or to parry. Spear is a piercing
weapon. You can use it to shoot out a powerful attack. Dexterity is a control attribute. It increases
the rate at which your skills are learnt and decreases the rate at which you can use skills. Agility is
an offensive attribute. It increases the attack power of your skills. Resistance is an attribute that
protects you from attacks. Lock-on is an attribute that allows you to automatically follow an
opponent. NOTE: The amount of Attributes needed to unlock Skills varies for each weapon. You can
use different accessories to modify the attributes of weapons or the skills you learn. Power: ◆
Recover Alchemy The recover alchemy increases the amount of alchemy restore points you regain
when using skills that restore alchemy. ◆ Inherited Weapon In addition to the

Features Key:
Explore a vast world

6 types of dungeons

Create the Body of your Game

3 body types

Build Game Features

42 fonts

Unique Online Play (Asynchronous Play)

Co-op, Ad-Hoc, and Split-Screen Play

Full of Surprises, Adventure, and Thrills!

Character Design and Facial Expressions

Character Design
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Make your character your own, focusing on balance and accessibility.

Facial Expression Generation

Research stages of the emotions, rate of decay, and automatic setting; creates a variety of unique expressions.

Special Generation

Generate unique expressions by adjusting the tone and movement of the character.

Particle Generation

Use particles to create the mysterious surrounding in the game’s draw distance.

Unparalleled Animation

Unparalleled movement that supports any distance between NPCs and objects.

Thorough Adjustability

A variety of parameters that can be adjusted according to your play style.

Thanks for seeing the announcement video and please stay tuned! 6. 

Scroll down and click on "English" to purchase the game.

Scroll down and click on "PID" to purchase the game.

Thank you for your support of the game!

7. 

UPDATE

We received lots of feedback from you and will be making the following changes:
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0.152502634621329368 Sorry for the late note, guys. I was playing the demo and crashed all the time so I had to quit it… Now I am to the point
to do the full thing and to figure out the multiplayer… I am updating the thread as I found things out and I need to share my experience with the
games.I have my doubts and expectations, but also I feel a certain attachment to this game, so I want to write. Also I am very interested on
seeing the user feedback as I never did the user feedback part. so don´t know if this is how it works. I don´t have good internet connection, so I
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decisions there. -You can customize your character. -There are four Classes in the game. -You can choose your gender. -There is different themes.
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dive deep into the guilds that protect the Lands Between. Multiplayer / Online Features: You can directly join a specified session. You can see the
other players who are currently participating in the session. You can view the gold earned by each participant by enabling the gold notification
feature, as well as the top 10 members. We are now allowing character names containing less than four characters. (Character names with more
than four characters are prohibited.) THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden
Ring and become an Elden Lord in the Lands Between. Screenshots and video New features in this version include a login window, changes in the
character creation feature, and the addition of a search feature in the Item Management Section. For details, please refer to the README.txt
included in the download. For issues reported in previous versions, we apologize for the inconvenience, but there were many changes and
improvements to the game. To prevent the date and time from being skewed by viewing this website, the date and time displayed in the game
will be based on the server's time zone. If you experience trouble with the game during the launch period, please visit for more information. THE
NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG. Rise, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become an Elden Lord in the
Lands Between. Character creation and progression Character creation and progression are simplified compared with the previous version. The
four races have been consolidated into two races, Humans and Orcs. Previously, you could choose from Humans, Orcs, Dwarves, Elves, and
Humans/Orcs. Characters are now automatically paired according to race. You can switch the pairing whenever you like. Previously, you could
create a Human adventurer, an Elf wizard, an Orc raider, a Dwarf warrior, and an Orc berserker by combining class leveling up. However, you can
now create powerful companions by setting the AI Intellect at or above the minimum level with various combinations. We have also added class-
specific branch routes for each of the 10 classes. You can now choose the job class of each character, and proceed with class-specific skill training.
For more details

What's new:

View the screenshots:< /b>
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